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Spelling Words

2 0 0 3 2 7

Answer the questions. 

1. How many schwa sounds are in the word construction? _______________________

2. Which three-syllable word has the /z/ and /f/ sounds? _______________________

3. In the word exclamation, how many different sounds does  
 the letter a make?   _______________________

4. In the word representation, how many different sounds does  
 the letter e make?   _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. the action of a celestial body going round in an orbit _______________________

6. a person who performs tricks of illusion _______________________

7. a process by which information is exchanged between individuals _______________________

8. an interval or break between the parts of an entertainment _______________________

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.  l l i u t r s a t o i n  hint: image that accompanies text _______________________

10.  n i t u r i s o n  hint: forceful, unwanted interruption _______________________

11.  l e e t c r i i c a n  hint: expert in wiring and power _______________________

12.  c h t e n i i n a c  hint: types include car and computer _______________________

Spelling List F-27: Suffixes: -tion, -sion, -cian

Spelling Words

haughty
eventually
cautiously 

affiliation 
mathematician

communication
revolution
magician
compassion
pediatrician
representation
construction

collision
possession
politician
exclamation 
technician 
illustration
obligation

physician
invasion
admission
electrician
intermission
intrusion

Review Words

Challenge Words



Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  Lily’s prized ______________________ is a teddy bear from her grandmother.

14.  ______________________ prices for the school play increased by two dollars this year.

15.  The nurse treats all her patients with ______________________.

16.  We watched a scary movie about an alien ______________________.

17.  Mom took my little brother to the ______________________ when he wasn’t feeling well.

18.  Watch where you are going so you can avoid a ______________________.

19. The ______________________ gave an inspirational speech at the rally.

20.  After you sign the contract, you have an ______________________ to stay with the company  
  for at least one year.

Answer the questions. 

21.  The letter t makes the /t/ sound in which review word? ___________________________

22.  The letter t makes the /ch/ sound in which review word? ___________________________

23.  In the word cautiously, how is the /shǝs/ sound spelled? ___________________________

24.  How many schwa sounds are in the word mathematician? ___________________________

25.  Which challenge word has the /ē/ sound? ___________________________
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collision
compassion

obligation
admission

pediatrician
politician

invasion
possession 

Spelling List F-27: Suffixes: -tion, -sion, -cian



Answer the questions. 

1. How many schwa sounds are in the word construction? _______________________

2. Which three-syllable word has the /z/ and /f/ sounds? _______________________

3. In the word exclamation, how many different sounds does  
 the letter a make?   _______________________

4. In the word representation, how many different sounds does  
 the letter e make?   _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. the action of a celestial body going round in an orbit _______________________

6. a person who performs tricks of illusion _______________________

7. a process by which information is exchanged between individuals _______________________

8. an interval or break between the parts of an entertainment _______________________

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.  l l i u t r s a t o i n  hint: image that accompanies text _______________________

10.  n i t u r i s o n  hint: forceful, unwanted interruption _______________________

11.  l e e t c r i i c a n  hint: expert in wiring and power _______________________

12.  c h t e n i i n a c  hint: types include car and computer _______________________
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ANSWER KEY

accept:  two or three

physician

 
two

 
two

revolution

magician

communication

intermission

illustration

intrusion

electrician

technician

Spelling List F-27: Suffixes: -tion, -sion, -cian

Spelling Words

haughty
eventually
cautiously 

affiliation 
mathematician

communication
revolution
magician
compassion
pediatrician
representation
construction

collision
possession
politician
exclamation 
technician 
illustration
obligation

physician
invasion
admission
electrician
intermission
intrusion

Review Words

Challenge Words



Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  Lily’s prized ______________________ is a teddy bear from her grandmother.

14.  ______________________ prices for the school play increased by two dollars this year.

15.  The nurse treats all her patients with ______________________.

16.  We watched a scary movie about an alien ______________________.

17.  Mom took my little brother to the ______________________ when he wasn’t feeling well.

18.  Watch where you are going so you can avoid a ______________________.

19. The ______________________ gave an inspirational speech at the rally.

20.  After you sign the contract, you have an ______________________ to stay with the company  
  for at least one year.

Answer the questions. 

21.  The letter t makes the /t/ sound in which review word? ___________________________

22.  The letter t makes the /ch/ sound in which review word? ___________________________

23.  In the word cautiously, how is the /shǝs/ sound spelled? ___________________________

24.  How many schwa sounds are in the word mathematician? ___________________________

25.  Which challenge word has the /ē/ sound? ___________________________
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possession

Admission

compassion

invasion

pediatrician

collision

politician

obligation

haughty

eventually

-tious

accept: two or three

affiliation

ANSWER KEY Spelling List F-27: Suffixes: -tion, -sion, -cian

collision
compassion

obligation
admission

pediatrician
politician

invasion
possession 


